Attached, please find a request for the extension of the comment period for the SNL RCRA permit.
Dear Mr. Kieling,

This a request for an extension of the comment period for the SNL RCRA permit. The reasons are as follows:

The administrative record is incomplete: public comment is missing, including that of Sue Dayton; the Techlaw documents which support NMED’s decision to cover the Mixed Waste Landfill with dirt are not included; discussion of the mixed waste in the ‘yard holes’ at SNL is not included; no long term maintenance plan for the CWL is included.

The record is not accessible to the public: the index for the Chemical Waste Landfill does not include years prior to 1985; the records for the CWL are not in reviewable order; the MWL long term monitoring and maintenance plan is out of sequence.

There is a serious error: The SNL Part B Permit cannot include the MWL because the MWL was never part of a part A permit application.

Please let me know your thoughts on these points as soon as possible. Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Janet Greenwald
Co-coordinator, CARD
505 242 5511

There are serious errors: The SNL Part B Permit cannot include the MWL in the permit because the MWL was not on a RCRA Part A permit application. The MWL lost interim status and is required to close under a Closure Permit and a Post Closure permit for which there has been no application.